
monty ®3300

TILT-BACK tire changer

ENGINEERING UNLEASHED™



The monty® 3300 from Hofmann® is the preferred solution for 
businesses aiming to keep profitable tire services in-house while 
effectively managing the upkeep of standard, SUV, and light truck 
wheels. Its traditional tilt-tower design and practical two-speed 
turntable blend seamlessly with an array of innovative of revenue-
generating features within your shop. An on-floor bead breaker with 
an ergonomically positioned pedal is the quickest solution for safely 
breaking even the hardest beads. At the same time, the pneumatic 
locking tilt-tower design of the monty® 3300 ensures ease of use, 
accommodating wheels of various sizes with unparalleled precision. 
Utilizing twin-cylinder clamping force, the self-regulating four-jaw 
clamp securely fixes the tire onto the turntable, while the integrated 
tire pressure limiter safeguards against over inflation.

3300monty ® INNOVATIVE TIRE CHANGER
FOR HIGH-VOLUME SHOPS

On-Floor Bead Breaker
A conventional side-shovel bead breaker, featuring an ergonomically 
positioned pedal control situated a small distance from the shovel, 
is the quickest solution for efficiently handling a range of tires.

Pneumatic Vertical Arm
Swift and ergonomically designed, this feature effectively accelerates 
the process of positioning the mounting head on all types of wheels.

monty® 3300 M3300110B
monty® 3300 with easymont® M3300110EM
Max Rim Diameter 24” | 61cm
Max Tire Width 13” | 33cm
Max Rim Width 12” | 31cm
Max Wheel Diameter 39” | 99cm
Power Supply 115V 1Ph 60Hz
Air Pressure Required 116-174 PSI | 8-12 bar
Dimensions HxWxD 79”x61”x56” | 201x155x142cm

technical specifi cations

RIM CLAMPING Bead Seater
A direct burst of compressed air comes through the clamping jaws 
to facilitate bead seating.

Adjustable Clamping Jaws
To safeguard the wheel’s integrity, 
these nylon-covered jaws are self-
centering and grip the wheel firmly 
for elevated stability and safety.

Tilt-Tower
Utilizing a pneumatic design, this 
feature maximizes clearance for 
efficient placement of the tire onto 
the turntable.

OPTIONAL Pneumatic easymont®

Includes the top roller, pressing 
foot and lifting disk to streamline 
the mounting and demounting of 
low-profile and high-performance 
tires, enabling a single technician 
to perform tasks with ease.

Tool Box with Integrated Air Pressure Gauge
Providing a secure storage space, 
the tool box includes four convenient 
shelves for the organization of tools, 
valves and accessories.

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
• Wave Plus Tire Lever
• Lube Bucket
• Lube Brush
• Protective Insert for Mount/Demount Head
• Plastic Jaw Protector
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